


State-of-the-art measures 
3,000 square meters.

Welcome to the leading testing ground in sheetfed offset printing. The Print Technology Center 
in Offenbach provides ideal conditions to become acquainted with the best-in-class technology 
in sheetfed offset printing and to put our systems to the test. From development to marketabili-
ty, the Print Technology Center offers a comprehensive spectrum of interdisciplinary services:
mechanics, electronics, process engineering, and extensive know-how in prepress and printing.
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The world of print: a history 
of successful inventions.

For the past 100 years, offset printing has seen constant advances. Until today, not much has 
changed. Except for the fact that the conditions for progress have never been as good as at 
present. The Print Technology Center in Offenbach near Frankfurt am Main provides an excellent 
combination of know-how and skills to continue this history of innovation. Collaborate with us 
to develop new solutions or test pressroom products under lab conditions. We offer everything 
you need to get an edge on the competition: research and development, optimization to mar-
ketability, implementation and testing on pilot systems, including operator training.
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Test your press before it‘s built.

At the Print Technology Center in Offenbach, printing demonstrations are customized to meet 
your needs and requirements. Together with our technology team, you can test out the technology 
that you need, including everything from broad to specific functions. This allows you to make 
your investment decisions on a solid, long-term, and sustainable basis. Working together, 
solutions for the everyday pitfalls of printing technology are well in reach. Whether your goal 
is to increase the productivity of your operations or to enhance the quality of your printed 
products: the sky is the limit thanks to Value Added Printing.
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Play it safe. For maximum investment security.

 Test the press for printing quality, productivity, and flexibility
 Use a typical forme from your printing company or challenge us with individual special formes
  Use your company’s substrates and system components or let us customize the perfect 

package solution for you
 Get an overview of the capacities and possibilities of your desired product



We know each job is different: 
just bring us your work.

Test the performance of our presses with your print jobs.
Some of the areas open to your evaluation:

  Register accuracy in straight printing and perfecting
  Ink stability at high speeds
  Rapid job change-over with different substrates
  Unique inline enhancements with cold foil and complex coatings
  UV applications and waterless offset printing
  Excellent printing quality in area printing
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The toughest part of being 
the best is staying number one.

Being familiar with a printing system also means knowing how it operates best and how to 
maintain availability while retaining options to expand the system in the future. It means being 
aware of best practices for checking and controlling the output as well as linking processes. 
PRINTVALUE offers support for these demanding tasks.

The Print Technology Center for sheetfed offset is also a test and demonstration center for services 
offered by printservices, printcom, printnet, and printadvice. Be in the know. Stay ahead of your game. 
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Experience worthy to print – 
not only to write down. 

Since 1975, the Print Technology Center has been a meeting place for the international pro-
fessional community. With our event series PraxisDialog, we offer a unique platform to transfer 
know-how regarding current challenges in the graphic arts industry. Our technology forums 
present solutions for different needs and interests. These, along with many other events and 
seminars, have made us one of the most coveted forums for international exchange.
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The most important asset to 
bring home from Offenbach: you.

Each day spent at the Print Technology Center in Offenbach expands your valuable know-how. 
Learn how to maximize technology for even greater efficiency; gather new ideas for continuing 
to optimize your processes. Expand your business opportunities in sheetfed offset. Take advan-
tage of our programs and our unique options.
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